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Fowler’s Lair DSL

Background

The Lair DSL case study is based on Martin Fowler’s One Lair and Twenty Ruby DSLs, Chapter 3, in *The ThoughtWorks Anthology: Essays on Software Technology and Innovation*, Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008 [1].

- local copy of Lair chapter
- list of DSL Patterns from Martin Fowler’s *Domain Specific Languages* [2]

Source Code

The original DSLs were developed in Ruby [11,12] by Martin Fowler. All of Fowler’s source code is in this folder or in file LairDSLsRuby.zip.

Fowler elaborates his patterns-based approach to domain-specific languages in his 2010 book by that name [2].

The Lua [5,8] and Python [9,10] versions were developed by H. Conrad Cunningham.

Shared modules

Fowler’s Ruby (2008)

- Semantic model (model.rb)
• Test Driver for semantic model (rules0.rb)

Lua (2013)
• Class support module (for implementing classes in Lua)
• Semantic model
• Test driver for semantic model (rules00.lua)

Python (2018)
• Semantic model
• Test driver for semantic model (rules00.py)

Internal DSL using Global Function Sequence pattern
Fowler’s Ruby
• builder module (builder8.rb)
• dsl script (rules8.rb)

Lua (2013)
• builder module (builder08.lua)
• dsl script (rules08.lua)
• test driver (test08.lua)

Python (2018)
• builder module (builder08.py)
• direct execution test of DSL script (rules08x.py)
• dynamically loaded dsl script (rules08.py)
• test driver for dynamically loaded dsl script (test08.py)

Internal DSL using Class Method Function Sequence and Method Chaining patterns
Fowler’s Ruby
• builder module (builder11.rb)
• dsl script (rules11.rb)
Lua (2013)
- builder module (builder11.lua)
- dsl script (rules11.lua)
- test driver (test11.lua)

Python (2018)
- builder module (builder11.py)
- dynamically loaded dsl script (rules11.py)
- test driver for dynamically loaded dsl script (test11.py)

Internal DSL using Expression Builder and Method Chaining patterns

Fowler’s Ruby
- builder module (builder14.rb)
- dsl script (rules14.rb)

Lua (2013)
- builder module (builder14.lua)
- dsl script (rules14.lua)
- test driver (test14.lua)

Python (2018)
- builder module (builder14.py)
- dynamically loaded dsl script (rules14.py)
- test driver for dynamically loaded dsl script (test14.py)

Internal DSL using Nested Closures pattern

Fowler’s Ruby
- builder module (builder3.rb)
- dsl script (rules3.rb)

Lua (2013)
- builder module (builder03.lua)
- dsl script (rules03.lua)
- test driver (test03.lua)
Python  Python’s weak syntactic support for lambdas does not allow the relatively direct approach to be used as in Ruby, Scala, and Lua.

Internal DSL using Expression Builder, Object Scoping, and Method Chaining patterns

Fowler’s Ruby
- builder module (builder17.4b)
- dsl script (rules17.rb)

Lua (2013)
- builder module (builder17.lua)
- dsl script (rules17.lua)
- test driver (test17.lua)

Python  I have not yet developed a Python Lair DSL using these techniques.

Internal DSL using Literal Collection pattern

Fowler’s Ruby
- builder module (builder22.rb)
- dsl script (rules22.rb)

Lua (2013)
- builder module (builder22.lua)
- dsl script (rules22.lua)
- test driver (test22.lua)

Python  I have not yet developed a Python Lair DSL using these techniques.

External DSL using Parser/Builder

Fowler’s Ruby  There is no corresponding example in Fowler’s chapter.

Lua (2013)  Note: These programs require the Lua LPEG library [Jerusalimschy2009; [7]], which can be installed via luarocks. The library version must be compatible with whatever version of Lua is being used.
- builder module (builderLPEG1.lua)
- dsl script (rulesLPEG1.dsl)
test driver (testLPEG1.lua)

**Python (2018)** Note: These programs require the Python package Parsita [3], a parser combinator library similar to Scala’s.

- builder module (builderParsita1.py)
- dsl script (rulesParsita1.dsl)
- test driver (testParsita1.py)
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